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Seldom in a modern century does a dramatic miracle occur that thoroughly mystifies the

skeptics.The Nita Edwards story is such a miracle!This lovely girl born in the ancient isle of Ceylon

was a student at a venerable university in the foothills of the Himalayas. Her future stretched bright

and hopeful before her when a tragic accident confined this athletic young girl to a wheelchair.

Totally paralyzed and wasting away physically and emotionally, Nita had a remarkable encounter

with God that changed the course of her life.Famed missionary Mark Buntain captures the poignant

drama of Nita's healing physically, emotionally, and spiritually.This stirring story of tragedy and

triumph will move you to tears and to praise!Since her healing, Nita Edwards has established ASIA

ALIVE, which has grown to an international ministry. ASIA ALIVE is a ministry of hope bringing hope

to the hopeless, no matter what the situation.
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As previous reviews, I agree this is by far the most amazing miracle I have ever heard of. The

copies of photos in the book, and hospital documents, should be enough to satisfy most skeptics,

but you know how skepticism works...right? But when you consider that Nita told 4 people about

God telling her the date & time of her healing ahead of time, well if that was a lie, then you'd think

one of those people would have come forward denouncing Nita by now...right? And considering

also, that one of those 4 people was the well known Brother Andrew (God Smuggler), who is still in

the ministry as far as I know (see wikipedia on Open Doors ministry here [...]), and I have not ever

heard him come out denouncing Nita's claim, have you?So my point is to even the hardest skeptic...

not the skeptic who has already made up his/her mind that God is not real, but rather the skeptic



who actually has an open mind, and really wants to know if God is real, and actually performs

miracles in this modern age... I am speaking to that skeptic.That skeptic might think crazy things,

like... "Nita is just making this up in order to milk christians of their money". If you are thinking that,

let me tell you a little bit that I know about Nita.I met her a few years back, when we invited her to

our Christian Retreat Center (ChristianRenewalCenter.com). She spent the week there as a

speaker, for almost no money. Nita had been the founder of Asia Alive for some years and while yes

they did take donations, they did not go about trying to coerce donations (you know, like some TV

evangelists, telling you that God demands their money). No, they do not coerce donations, but do

give you a place to donate on their website. They are now called AliveGlobal (AliveGlobal.
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